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 ________________________________________________________________________________   

                    BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH
__________________________________________________________________________________
In the matter of   DOCKET NO.:17-035-62   
Darlene Schmidt                         
             Rehearing order submission
v.      

Rocky Mt. Power Corp                     Jury Demanded
___________________________________________________________________________________

This hearing court honors its agreement to vacate the prior order and grant Darlene Schmidt its agreement to obey Utah 
law and rehear this matter pursuant to the Rule of law instead of the treasonous local paractice using the "Rule of I saw 
so." This court finds the legal, lawful and US constitutional rehearing is based upon the mandates of law binding its 
actions. Petitioner Schmidt did file a rehearing within 20 days revealing the error in the first order that it is a Rule of I 
say so because it fails to comply with the mandate the facts in this PSC file were not evaluated during the writing of the 
first order which is not corrected.  The statute does permit Schmidt to adjudicatively seen review of a prior order by 
PSC that is aggrievious to her and it was made almost immediately.  No other party has objected to the Rule of law 
mandating the first order comply with the law that its contents must reflect the facts in PSC's file:

1. Schmidt has quoted:
57-1-1. Definitions.
(3) "Real property" or "real estate" means any right, title, estate, or interest in land,
including all nonextracted minerals located in, on, or under the land, all buildings,
fixtures and improvements on the land, and all water rights, rights-of-way,
easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, hereditaments, possessory
rights, claims, including mining claims, privileges, and appurtenances belonging to,
used, or enjoyed with the land or any part of the land.

This rehearing admits the RF meter is an appurtenance on the property involved, whose deed contains the name 
Schmidt, who has entitlement of these listed privilages and immunites, insteady of Rocky Mt Power Corp. Schmidt has 
requested Rocky Mt. Power Corp remove the damaging radiation poisoning meter.  They they have refused proving they 
are hallucinating their name is on Schmidt's deed. This proves Rocky Mt. Power Corp has enacted a land grab of Utah 
property that they have secretly stolen property to cancel the prior meter contract and renegociate an RF meter contract 
for the purpose of serial murder.  The tragedy is the involvement of DPU and PSC and every governor "turning their 
cheek" to this powergrab and serial murder spree and plunder spree. Schmidt is very intent of holding all members of 
this gang liable for her having to be brought back to life many times.  If PSC, DPU and the governors stood in her shoes, 
we would have this same justice desire. This secret serial murderous and plunder gang was introduced to all gang 
members using subtlties.  This hearing officer finds it contrary to the beliefs and practices of induction of Utah's 
government employees into it Rocky Mt Power Corps deadly consequences from their secret gang. We are in over our 
heads.

Rocky Mt. Power Corp's name does not appear on Schmidt's deed to her property that the facts in the file supports her 
two murders in IHC hospital and the sever pain and agony she has endured thereafter. The file is repleat with facts 
proving Rocky Mt Power Corp knew 50 years ago the RF meter causes tumors, cancer, heart disease and death by 
torture.  Congress' National Toxicology Program in 2016's preliminary report repeats this old known electrical 
knowledge. Had we secret inducted gang members been aware of these fact that Rocky Mt Power Corp concealed and 
withheld, we would not be in the dire predictiment we are now it.

Rocky Mt Power Corp has deliberately and willfully chosen the RF meter for the purpose it is known to commit serial 
murders and has an internal program that doubles the bill with charging for unused electricity to pump up retirement 
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funds. They could have chosen to send the analog data over the safe phone wires instead of the air using murderous 
military weapon technology.  Rocky Mt Power Corp has achieved her power grab by deceit. 

It is recommended Pacifico be confiscated to stop the desire to join the suicide US Supreme Court's American Citizen 
Slaughter War. The US Constitution's preamble's "secured blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our posterity" establish "ourselves and our posterity" as citizens of
the USA with the same citizen immunities and privileges. Again, DPU, PSC and governors were involved in Rocky Mt 
Power Corp's murderous srial murder gang using known knowledge the unborn, our posterity, is a citizen just like we 
the born, ourselves, are citizens. By never referenceing our posterity as a citizen, but as inhuman, we did not realize the 
tragic consequences to all aspects of our lives.  Allowing a 'mother murderer' to lose her first court argument and then be 
given a second argument where she rewrote her arguments to be what she perceived the court ruled on privacy, Sarah 
Weddington and Linda Coffee were able to decive that high court into stripping themselves and us of their secured 
blessings of liberty.  Schmidt desperately wants her secured blessings of liberty returned.  

Rocky Mt Power Corp is in the business of electricty and its side effects. They were aware of electrical history killing 
those involved and how it was  harness to stop future murders.  They are aware of the harm done by electrical intrinsic 
factors attached to the sine wave and how deadly they became after involving military microwave weapon technology to 
it.  We are as innocent as Schmidt, yet we stand beside Rocky Mt Power in guilt.  

Therefore, it is ordered:
1. RF meters will be removed when a patron requests charging the same amount, zero, that was charged to put on the 
secret RF serially murder meter.

2. The time the RF meter was put on a residence will be the starting date when half of the electriacl bill to the presence 
is returned to the consumer.  

3. The return wire to the transformer is replaced with a wire large enough to carry the load from the property back to the 
transformer, source.  

4. The soil, ground, is barred from being used to return electricity to the source to prevent soil current from continuing 
power corporation serial murders using soil, ground instead of radiation from microwave frequencies.

5. Water lines are barred from being used to return electricity from a home back to the transformer or source.

6. No new charges for doing maintenance work aforesaid are granted.  Past money collected will come from wages, 
retirement fund, and so forth to pay for these already paid for repairs.

7. Schmidt is granted double the amount of punitive damages requested.  She will report to the governor her treatments 
used upon herself from unknowingly sitting about 8 inches from the RF meter for hours each day.  No one is on their 
cell phones 24/7 like we are with the RF meter. All of Schmidt's file facts are done on the cell phone using 3.8 volts, not 
the RF meter using 60 Hz and 120 volts. She is very damaged and is well cared for. She is mandated to work with 
governor Herbert to protect people and restore their land from Rocky Mt POwer Corp's land grab.

8.  It is recommended Pacificorp be confiscated and placed under the governors of all states inolved using law in such a 
way that no electrical current will every again will strip citizens of their secured blessings of liberty whether unborn or 
alive.

Dated:

_____________________________________
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